Media Brief

Eaton to Showcase Innovative Power Management and LED Lighting Solutions
at Cisco Live! 2017
June 22, 2017… Eaton today announced its participation in Cisco Live!, Cisco’s annual
information technology (IT) and communications conference taking place June 25 to 29, 2017,
in Las Vegas. A Silver Sponsor, Eaton will demonstrate its comprehensive power management
solutions, including Intelligent Power Manager™ (IPM) software and Visual Power Manager
(VPM) software, in booth 1619. Additionally, Eaton’s Lighting Division, which is in alliance with
Cisco’s Digital Ceiling Framework, will showcase its connected LED lighting solutions powered
by the Eaton 5P rackmount compact uninterruptible power supply (UPS).

Visitors to Eaton’s booth at Cisco Live will get their chance to take a seat on the legendary
ePDU G3 Throne, a nearly seven-foot throne comprised primarily of Eaton power distribution
units (PDUs). While in the booth, attendees can attend presentations from Eaton Alliance
partners, such as Cisco, Dell/EMC and NetAPP, and solution provider partners, such as CDW,
Ingram Micro and Tech Data. Finally, visitors can receive hands-on demonstrations of Eaton’s
latest power management solutions on display, including:
•

Lithium Ion UPS: The first in its class, Eaton’s new Lithium Ion-powered UPS will
deliver twice the battery life of a standard UPS while providing a reliable, safe and
flexible solution designed to enable 24/7 uptime.

•

Visual Power Manager Software: Eaton’s easy-to-deploy VPM software enables
customers to visually monitor large centralized or distributed power infrastructures,
helping to maintain business continuity in data centers of all sizes and types.

•

Intelligent Power Manager Software: Eaton’s flagship power management software
enables Cisco users to automate policy-based remediation, manage off-site HyperFlex
and Cisco UCS systems through a single interface and mitigate environmental risk
through load shedding and power capping.

Eaton’s Lighting Division powers Cisco’s Digital Ceiling Framework, allowing companies to
combine multiple building systems via a single IP network. Connecting Cisco’s IT infrastructure
through Eaton’s advanced light-emitting diode lighting solutions, results in a building that is not
only smart, but is seamlessly and securely connected while lowering costs. Eaton has the
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industry’s broadest breadth and depth of connected LED luminaires for use in Cisco’s Digital
Ceiling, allowing Eaton to meet virtually every lighting application need.
Cisco Live is Cisco’s premier education and training destination for IT professionals worldwide.
To learn more, visit www.ciscolive.com.

To learn more about Eaton’s power quality products and services for Cisco deployments, visit
www.Eaton.com/Cisco. To learn more about Eaton’s lighting solutions, visit
www.eaton.com/lighting.
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